ALL-NEW E-TRANSIT CUSTOM
The all-new EV successor to Europe’s best-selling van with uncompromised capability, new customer experiences
and full Ford Pro support to deliver new levels of productivity to operators in the one-tonne van segment.

Accelerated productivity:
Ford Pro Charging
Ford Pro Intelligence
Ford Pro Servicing

New customer experiences:

Mobile Office with tilting steering wheel
Delivery Assist task automation
Digital Key
L-Shaped Bulkhead load flexibility

Productive connectivity:
SYNC 4 screen 3
5G modem

Uncompromised
capability: ¹

1,100 kg payload
2,000 kg towing
New integrated side step
Overall height under 2 metres

Advanced electric powertrain:
74 kWh useable battery pack
Up to 380 km range ²
100 kW or 160 kW motors
415 Nm of torque

	Max payload and towing varies and is based on accessories and vehicle configuration. See label on doorjamb for carrying capacity of a specific vehicle. Cargo and load
capacity limited by weight and weight distribution.
	Officially homologated driving range will be published closer to on-sale date. In accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP). A
range of up to 380 km published range (intended target value according to WLTP) can be achieved with a fully charged battery - depending on the existing series and
battery configuration. The actual range may vary due to various factors (e.g. weather conditions, driving style, route profile, vehicle condition, age and condition of the
lithium-ion battery).
3
	Don’t drive while distracted or while using handheld devices. Use voice-operated systems when possible. Some features may be locked out while the vehicle is in gear
Not all features are compatible with all phones.
4
Ford figures achieved in laboratory testing using a 125 kW DC fast charger

Charging capability:

10-100 per cent in 7.8 hours (11 kW AC)
15-80 per cent in 41 mins (125 kW DC)
38 km range in just 5 mins 4 (DC)
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For more information please visit
e-transitcustom.fordpresskits.com

